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overview viii, 350–5
ROEs as to 350–1

United Arab Republic (UAR), self-
determination, and 403

United Kingdom (UK)
assistance to Jordan 88, 396–8
attacks on Al Qaeda see Al Qaeda,

attacks on
Belgian intervention in the Congo,

and 218–20, 241, 244–5
Caroline incident see Caroline

incident
Corfu Channel case see Corfu

Channel case
Definition of Aggression 1974, and

135, 136, 296, 299–302, 345
dominance of ‘counter-restrictionist’

views 325
Draft Articles on State

Responsibility, and 304–5
Falklands War see Falklands War
Friendly Relations Declaration 1970,

and 391–2
intervention in Iraq, and 312, 313,

314–15
Israeli operation against Syria, and

448–9
London bombings 502
NEO doctrine 246
Osiraq nuclear reactor strike, and

285–6
proposals on use of force 65
reaction to uses of force by USA 40
Red Crusader incident 209
rejection of preventive self-defence

322, 337
Suez Canal dispute 1951, and 290
Suez crisis see Suez crisis
Tonkin incident, and 174–5, 523
Turkish operations in Iraq, and 431–

2, 459–60
US operations against Libya, and 425
Yemen Harib Fort action see Harib

Fort action
United Nations Charter see also Article

2(4) UN Charter; Article 51
UN Charter
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customary status 15–16
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as 11–12
division of preparatory work 61
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removal of 12–13, 18
ius cogens, as 24–6
‘negative’ opinio iuris, as 14–15
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Member States
pre-existing custom, and vii, 7–19
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interpretation of Article
51 see Article 51 UN Charter
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self-defence prior to vii, 53–5
terminology relating to use of force

127
whole of use of force regulation, as

7–8, 19, 22
United Nations Convention on the Law

of the Sea (UNCLOS)
forcible action against private ships

198
graduated response to incursions by

warships 194
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‘innocent passage’ by warships

188–9
unlawful intrusions by submarines

195–7
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United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA) 1974

legal weight of responses to use of
force 39–40

non-recognition of forcible
territorial acquisition 26

resolutions affirming applicability of
Charter to all States 16–17

resolutions as custom 49–51
United Nations Security Council

(UNSC)
enforcement powers 57
fairness as to special position of 548
intervention in Iraq, and see Iraq
legal weight of responses to use of

force 39–40
need for appropriate condemnation

of aggression 546
primary competence 49
reporting obligation see reporting

obligation
resolutions as custom 49
resolutions supporting self-

determination 403–4
‘until clause’, use of see ‘until clause’

United States (US)
9/11 attacks see 9/11 attacks
Afghanistan operations see

Afghanistan
Afghanistan–Pakistan tension,

and see Afghanistan
aircraft losses to Soviet fighters 351
acknowledgement of customary

status of Article 2(4) 16
attacks on Al Qaeda see Al Qaeda,

attacks on
Belgian intervention in the Congo,

and 220
‘Bush doctrine’ see ‘Bush doctrine’
Bush, George, assassination attempt

202–3
Caroline incident see Caroline

incident
claims of right of self-defence against

terrorism 443
Cuban missile crisis see Cuban

missile crisis
Definition of Aggression 1974, and

125, 135, 150, 151, 384,
386, 394

diplomatic papers as interpretative
source 64–5
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views 325
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Dominican Republic operation 115,
119–20, 220–2

drafting of Article 51, and 64
Friendly Relations Declaration 1970,

and 391–2
Grenada operation 120, 222–4
Gulf of Sidra incident see Gulf of

Sidra incident
ILC Draft Articles on State

Responsibility, and 304–5
intervention in Afghanistan see

Afghanistan
Iran embassy occupation see Tehran

Embassy case
Iranian airliner incident see USS

Vincennes incident
Iraq operations see Iraq
Israeli operation against Syria, and

448–9
Israeli raid on Tunis, and 172,

423–4
Kurdish operations by Turkey, and

120–1, 512
Lebanon, and see Lebanon
Libya operations see Libya
Mayaguez incident 211, 224–5
National Security Strategy (NSS),

US see National Security
Strategy (NSS)

Nicaragua judgment, and see
Nicaragua judgment

Oil Platforms judgment see Oil
Platforms judgment

Operation ‘Phoenix’, and 463–4
Panama operation 222–4
Pearl Harbour attack see Pearl

Harbour attack
protection of neutral vessels 211–12
rejection of preventive self-defence

337–8
response to attacks on embassies

152, 512
ROE 180, 206
Shultz doctrine see Shultz doctrine
Suez Canal incident 165
Tehran Embassy occupation see

Tehran Embassy case
Tunkin incident see Tunkin incident

Turkish operations in Iraq, and
431–2, 459–60

U-2 incident 164
USS Cole attack 501–2
USS Pueblo incident 187
USS Vincennes incident see USS

Vincennes incident
‘Vandenberg reservation’ 7
Vietnam operations 398–9
Yugoslavia operations 165, 187,

192–4
‘until clause’

available practice 517–18
drafting 74
interpretation issues 75
meaning of ‘measures necessary’

75–81
more frequent use 75
overview vii, 74–83
peace and security, drafting of

reference 77
practicality 74–5
scope of ‘necessary measures’ 78
suspension of self-defence

concrete measures taken, when
79–80

decision on whether measures
adequate 81–3

enforcement measures and
provisional measures
distinguished 82–3

measures effective, if 81–2
peace and security restored, when

77–8
UNSC action other than

enforcement, by 80–1
UNSC aware of situation, when

75–6
UNSC resolution, by 76–7

ununiformed agents, clandestine
presence of 185–6

Uruguay, Definition of Aggression
1974, and 344–5,
384–5

use of force (Ius ad Bellum)
clarification by ICJ 513
danger of escalation ix,

532–5
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use of force (Ius ad Bellum), law of see
also unilateral recourse to
force

9/11, and see 9/11 attacks
acts constituting use of force,

question of 516–17
compliance pull

benefit from definition of armed
attack 545

commitment to compliance 550
strengthening ix, 545–50
strengthening sanctions and

incentives 547–8
divergent frameworks

‘counter-restrictionist’ views 10–11
existence 515
grounds for claim of 11
Nicaragua judgment 8–9
‘restrictionist’ views 9–10
unsustainability of idea 19

evolution as State-driven process 4
exceptions to prohibition see

exceptional measures
gravity of forms of see gravity of

forms of use of force
gravity threshold see de minimis

threshold
implied erosion of ‘compliance

pull’ 4
inconsistent conduct see

inconsistent conduct
interpretation see interpretation
lack of hostile intent 165
limitations of previous studies vii, 6
‘most grave’ forms see gravity of

forms of use of force
naval law enforcement distinguished

209
Nicaragua judgment see Nicaragua

judgment
presuppositions for development of

law 34
prohibition not confined to force

directed against State’s
territory or independence
56–7

self-determination see self-
determination

study focus on process of change in
law vii, 6

study limitations 3–4
theoretical debates 42–3
UN Charter terminology 127

USS Cole attack 501–2
USS Pueblo incident 187
USS Vincennes incident 291

account of incident 256–7
ICAO investigation viii, 258–62
ICJ proceedings 258–9
interceptive self-defence, as example

of 256–7
international response 257

USSR
Belgian intervention in the Congo,

and 218–20, 241, 244–5
Cuban missile crisis see Cuban

missile crisis
Definition of Aggression 1974, and

131–2, 160, 233–4, 344–5,
385, 388

Friendly Relations Declaration 1970,
and 391

Korean airliner incident 198–9
military interventions by 88, 90–1
opposition to proportionality

standard 92–3, 94
policy for submarine incidents 196
priority (first use) principle,

proposal see priority (first
use) principle

protection of nationals, and 218
shooting down of US aircraft 351
Six Day War, and 274, 278
submarine incident in Japanese

waters 189–90
submarine incident in Swedish

waters 195–6
US intervention in Dominica,

and 221

‘Vandenberg reservation’, Nicaragua
judgment, and 7, 8–9

Venezuela
contributions to debates 269
Operation ‘Phoenix’, and see

Colombia
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Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties 1969 (VCLT)

conflict of laws provisions 13
ius cogens concept, on 24–6
modification of treaties 23–4, 27–8
treaty interpretation, on 19–22

Vietnam
call for assistance 88
rejection of pre-emptive self-defence

340–1
Tunkin incident see Tunkin incident
US operations 398–9

Waldock’s cumulative conditions for
protection of overseas
nationals 213–14

war
declarations as acts of aggression 133
Dinstein’s classification see

Dinstein’s classification
meaning 55

weaponry see also nuclear weapons
increased threat from advanced

weapons 257
weapons of mass destruction

(WMDs) see also nuclear
weapons

pre-emptive self-defence 358–9,
527–8

proper response to proliferation
365–7

search for evidence 362–3
threat to international peace and

security, as 359–60
Webster formula

acceptance 255–6
application 250
critique 265

World Summit vii, 55–60
non-State actors, and 446–7
Outcome Document statements 2–3

Yemen
attacks on Al Qaeda see Al Qaeda,

attacks on
Harib Fort action see Harib Fort

action
intervention in Iraq, and 317

Yugoslavia
Definition of Aggression 1974, and

134
Prevention of Genocide case see

Prevention of Genocide case
Osiraq nuclear reactor strike, and

285
Six Day War, and 279
Suez crisis, and 395
Tadić case see Tadić case
US operations 165, 187, 192–4

Zambia, alleged support for SWAPO
401
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